


NEW IDEAS
MAKE A BETTER WORLD



The Beginning of a New Journey...
“New Thinking! New Imagination”





In Sync with the Future
RMD Board Division is the first step towards fulfilling aspirations 

for global footprint for JRD International; a leading, progressive 

and innovative industrial group with a Dare-To-Dream philosophy 

from Dubai, UAE. With RMD Board, we’ve embarked upon major 

diversification in the field of GenNext materials for building & 

construction, interior decor, furniture, automobile, marine, advertising 

and many more sectors at our green-field, state-of-the-art plant 

at Jebel Ali Free Zone, Dubai, UAE.

Even as the future beckons, we step up to the challenges of         

tomorrow with robust expansion plans and fresh investments of 

up to US $400 million to establish manufacturing complexes in 

North America, China, India, Russia, Brazil and Turkey.

With environment consciousness and global ambition as our 

driving force, we are on the fast track of embarking on a journey 

to build a green world for future generations.

OUR
PROFILE



OUR
VISION, MISSION 
& VALUES



To be the most preferred organization globally for the best-in-class 
innovative material solutions ushering sustainability.

Vision

We shall be the most admired company and our sustained 
growth will be achieved by:

* Becoming globally competitive
* Delivering value to customers through 360º services
* Providing market driven products and services through 

imagineering
* Adopting best practices

Mission

* Integrity
* Excellence
* Ingenuity
* Fairness
* Customer Focus
* Entrepreneurship

Values



OUR
INSPIRATION



IDEAS 
That Inspire Imagination
“They say imagination fuels ideas... but I believe an idea can also 

inspire imagination and propel us onto the path of success. I, for 

one, have always believed in the latter. For it is tried and tested 

that an idea that can inspire and feed our imagination is more 

fruitful and sustainable of the two. The RMD Board idea happens 

to be one such thought inspiring us to push the envelope, to try 

out new things; to think out of-the-box.

In that sense, every successful business is also nothing but an 

idea that inspires the imagination! An idea can change our   

thinking process and bring about paradigm shift in our long-held      

beliefs and I believe that business is nothing but the successful 

management of the economics of great ideas.

With RMD Board, we aspire to Re-Define business and market 

trends; as well as give our customers the chance to Experience 

Innovation... We are sure that RMD Board’s ability to save the 

forest and environment makes it the idea of the moment. It is     

superiority over the technologies and products that it replaces 

and the infinite possibilities of its applications exceed imagination 

and expectations!“

Anupam Lunavat
Managing Director



OUR 
ENGINEERED BOARD



New way to build 
A Green World
RMD Board is an inventive plastics composite material created 

especially with features that no other building / decor material 

possesses. With applicability for industrial, residential and     

commercial / hospitality sectors, interior and exterior applications 

and innovative material solutions for furniture, automobile, 

marine and advertising sectors; it is the single most versatile 

product in its class.

RMD Board is an engineered product perfected to give excellent 

mechanical, thermal, chemical, acoustic and fire-retardant    

properties. It is the triumph of engineering that addresses not 

only functional and aesthetic needs, but also the global concern 

for sustainable development. This is achieved by its qualities of 

recyclability, long-lasting life cycle and being an alternate to 

wood-and-forest wealth products. Experience Innovation with 

RMD Board... a product with its own unique personality...                  

a product of the future whose time has come.



RMD Board Features
*  High Impact Strength

*  100% Waterproof

* Fire Retardant

*  100% Termite Resistant

*  Thermal Shock Resistant

*  All Weather Proof

*  Chemical Resistant

*  Light Weight
 — Easy to handle
 — Safe and user friendly
 — Saves cost of transportation

*  Peerless Life cycle

*  Higher Salvage Value

*  Recyclable

EXCELLENCE
ALL THE WAY
RMD Boards boast of spectacular features that help you build without limiting your imagination, 
ideas or compromising on any aspect of functionality, applicability or endurance.





EXPERIENCE
INNOVATION



Unleash 
Your Imagination
With RMD Board, you just ought to unleash your imagination to 

conjure up possibilities of it is applications. Experience Innovation 

through its infinite possibilities of applications. 

RMD Board can be used in so many different ways and the      

possibilities of applications are so boundless, it is only your      

imagination that can limit its advantageous uses. 

With an eco-friendly engineered material loaded with features, 

the possibilities of building your dreamscape aesthetically is just 

so easy! Be it furniture, automobile and locomotive or sports 

flooring or usage in marine industries, with RMD Board you can 

just keep imagining and continuously Experience Innovation. 

Now isn’t that what you’ve been looking for all along? As we 

proudly say: Its easy to imagine with...RMD Board.



PRODUCT
PORTFOLIO



Applications / 
Sectors
The versatile RMD Board finds applications in a number of sectors 

that are diverse and varied. From building and construction to          

interior decoration, furniture, automobile, sports arenas, packaging, 

advertising, marine, railways etc.; the possibilities are endless. 

RMD Board is a product of the future that embodies the                  

exuberance, adventure and spirit of GenNext materials that  open 

up a whole new world of possibilities!

Automobile &
Caravans

Advertising

Marine

Shuttering

False Ceiling

Portable
Pre-fabricated

Structures

Wall Paneling &
Wall Coverings

Site Fencing

Flooring

Furniture &
Door Panels

Packaging

Railways



*  Creative & Modern Designs with
 Imperishable Aesthetics

*  Lightweight

* Fire Retardant

*  100% Waterproof

*  Termite Resistant

*  Impact, Scratch & Tear Resistant

*  Excellent Sound Absorption &
 Thermal Insulation

*  Easy Installation in minutes using
 environment friendly adhesive

*  High Salvage Value

*  Recyclable

RMD Wall Panels

Built for Beauty

For every architect, interior decorator, builder or homemaker, the walls are like the blank canvas on which they manifest their dreams, class 

and lifestyle. They say, a wall speaks volumes about your style and personality. That’s why with RMD Wall Panels in your Interiorscape, you 

can make a statement, without saying a word.

Loaded with every essential feature you need in wall paneling , RMD Wall Panels are guaranteed to exceed your expectations. ReDefine 

Beauty and Elegance with our ecoboard and truly Experience Innovation with the exhaustive range of designs & textures available. As RMD 

Wall Panels are 100% waterproof, termite proof and possess adequate thermal resistance, they are poised to ReDefine interior decoration 

of offices, homes, hotels, leisure clubs & commercial complexes with contemporary designs and textures.

Features



Classic Majestic Imperial



*  Excellent Aesthetic Values

*  100% Waterproof

* Fire Retardant

*  Durable: Impact, Scratch
 and Tear Resistant

* Low Thermal Conductivity

* Suitable for Electrical Fittings

*  Excellent Sound Absorption

*  No Sagging

*  No Bacterial Growth

*  Easy Fixing

*  Higher Salvage Value

*  Recyclable

RMD False Ceiling

Eco-Engineered Perfection
Features

Whether you’re a builder, interior decorator or an architect...you realize the importance of quality in everything that you do! And when it 

comes to choosing the right material for false ceiling to build that dream Interioscape, you put an exacting amount of effort to ensure that 

there is no room for compromises whether it’s functionality, durability or appearance.

That’s why RMD False Ceiling is bound to appeal to you. A product specially thought-of, designed and manufactured to meet your highest        

standards. Our RMD False Ceiling is a world class product that Re Defines elegance. Simply put, with RMD False Ceiling you can                   

Experience Innovation with a product studded with features never seen before in any ceiling system.



Classic Majestic Imperial



* Marble, Granite & Natural Stone designs
* Customised designs of any image
* Glossy Finish and Sharper images
* Lightweight
* 100% waterproof
* Termite resistant
* Impact, Scratch & Tear resistant
* Fire Retardant
* Chemical Resistant 
 (easy to clean and maintain)
* Easy installation in minutes using 
 environment friendly adhesive suitable 
 for dry and wet surfaces
* High Salvage Value
* Recyclable

RMD Wall Covering

Marvel of Interior Decor
Features

In modern living, the bathroom has become more of a personal retreat superseding its merely functional value. We want our bathrooms to be 

our personal spa and just as comfortable as any other room in our homes; tastefully decorated with natural stones, marbles, granite, onyx etc. 

from Italy, Spain or Brazil. With the advent of RMD Wall Coverings, designers, architects and contractors can forget difficult times when they had 

to choose wall surfaces for bathrooms, keeping in mind the moisture resistance ability and the cleaning aspect of the chosen material. RMD Wall 

Coverings embody all the desired functional features as well as satisfy our need for beautiful bathroom WallScapes.

 

Being the epitome of functionality, ease-of-installation, customized designs of marble, granite or stone-finish; elegance and grandeur - you'll find 

that RMD Wall Coverings are the perfect material for use in kitchens and long corridors of residential and commercial complexes as well.





* Long Life and High Reusability
 from Both Sides
*  Lightweight
*  100% Waterproof
*  Strong
*  Thermal Shock Resistant
*  Durable Stainless Steel Bushes 
 for Securing Nailing
*  No Molding Oil Required
*  Washable
*  Gives Mirror Finish to concrete surfaces
*  High Salvage Value
*  Recyclable

RMD Shuttering Panels

The NextGen choice for Formwork
Features

If you are a builder, you’d know that shuttering systems form the backbone of every form work. Traditional systems are inexpensive but the       

wear-and-tear rate and related costs are high too. At the same time, newer materials and technologies offer quality, features and longevity 

of product life cycle; but are dauntingly expensive. 

RMD Shuttering Panels are the new-age, middle-of-the-road option that offer value-for-money like traditional materials, plus all the               

advantages of GenNext materials. You can truly Experience Innovation with our ecoboard that offers the right functionality embedded with 

core structural strength and cost-effectiveness needed by builders to optimize their construction budgets. RMD Shuttering Panels are a 

featherweight, green-option with an almost-zero attrition rate, reusability and ease of stacking, installation and removal that is truly unrivaled.



Classic Majestic



*  Long Life with High Reusability

* Light weight

*  Easy to clean

*  All Weatherproof

* Corona Treated Surface offering
 Excellent Printability

*  Stickers compatible

* Enhancing Brand Equity

*  Quick & Easy to Install

*  High Salvage Value

*  Recyclable

RMD Site Fencing Panels

Imagineered Way to A Green Destiny
Features

Whether its your construction site; residential, commercial, industrial or infrastructure project; you look for a fencing material that is 

multi-purpose and durable... with attributes that address your specific needs, besides beautifying your periphery and adding            

aesthetic value to your structure.

RMD Site Fencing Panel is a futuristic, engineering-perfected material that is truly a class apart. With the possibility of printing, 

deco-lamination, reusability and functionality; it sets new standards in fencing solutions. Experience Innovation with our ecoboard to 

redefine reliability in your site fencing applications.





*  Modular Design

*  Anti-skid Surface

* 100% Waterproof

*  Washable

*  Can withstand Heavy Traffic

*  Highly Durable

*  Easy to Fix

*  High Salvage Value

*  Recyclable

*  Can be made Fire Retardant

RMD Flooring

Floors to Look Up To
Features

When you choose flooring you look for features that best suit your requirements keeping in mind your operations, floor-load, wear-and-tear, 

movement of men and materials, fire-safety and above all aesthetics, hygiene and easy maintenance. That’s why RMD Flooring has been 

thoughtfully Engineered to Perfection so that you have all the features you ever wanted at your fingertips.

With its varied applications in diverse sectors and industries, RMD Flooring is an ecoboard with it’s anti-skid surface apt for Beverage 

Industries, Automobiles, Air bridges, Malls, Railway Coaches, Hotel Kitchens, Bathrooms, Shops, Gymnasiums, Swimming Pool decks and 

Jogging Tracks. Experience Innovation in a single product with multiple application possibilities in various sectors and industries.





INFINITE 
POSSIBILITIES
RMD Board’s versatility and inherent qualities are well displayed in the ability of the 
material to be used for multiple applications in various sectors.



RMD Board is all weatherproof in nature. Its surface is Corona treated, 

suitable for screen and digital printing and is also compatible with 

self-adhesive-vinyl stickers. Moreover, it also offers matchless features 

like multiple usability and excellent salvage value. Thus RMD Board is 

the most appropriate material for Direct-To-Merchandize Advertising 

Display including POP displays, standees, product display shelves, 

billboards and hoardings etc. With advent of RMD Board, advertising 

industry will have a better material for rigid display.

Advertising

Being lightweight,  moisture proof  and  termite proof,   pre-decorated 
RMD Board is the most suitable material vis-a-vis conventional 
materials used in furniture industry for making table and kitchen tops, 
door and cabinet panels with contemporary designs as well as 
modular office furniture. 

FurnitureFurniture

Advertising

Say goodbye to non-durable, featureless cartons...say hello to RMD 
Board: The GenNext material solutions for most rigid packaging and 
transport packaging needs. Pack it right with RMD Board Packaging. 
It is moisture proof, made of Polypropylene, which makes it the ideal 
packaging material for food contact; giving superior surface for 
printability for branding and most importantly can be used on 
returnable basis. RMD Board packaging is poised to make inroads in 
breathable rigid packaging for fruits and vegetables as well as storage 
bins for assembly lines and display bins in supermarkets.

Packaging

Packaging



INFINITE POSSIBILITIES



Being light weight, waterproof, termite proof and chemical resistant, 
RMD Board is the ultimate material for all marine applications with 
pre-decorated paneling and anti skid flooring.  Its excellent 
functionalities and workability facilitates easy and faster fabrication of 
yacht / ship cabins and decks.

Marine Applications

Polypropylene has been acknowledged worldwide as auto-friendly 
material by the automobile industry. RMD Board with its superior 
attributes like extremely light weight, rigidity-toughness balance, 
thermal and sound insulation and recyclability can be used for variety 
of applications. It can be prelaminated with various substrates such as 
Polyester Films & carpets, various fabrics, Decorative Films & Non 
Woven Fabrics and  can be further thermoformed into various  parts 
like headliners, door liners, parcel shelves, spare wheel cover, boot 
liners, trunk trims, flooring of trucks, pick-up vans, body panels of 
commercial vehicles, walls of refrigerated vans (with PU interface). The 
most interesting application is in Caravan Industry where 
pre-decorated RMD board can be used for body panels, doors & 
inside modular furniture too.

Automobile

Marine Applications

Automobile

RMD Board’s durability, lightness and ease of workability make it an 
excellent material for portable pre-fabricated civil structures. It is an 
ideal material for permanent as well as temporary structures like site 
offices, security cabins, modular partitions and toilets, exhibition 
stands, information kiosks etc. with pre-decorated rigid paneling.

Portable Pre-fabricated Structures

Porta Cabins



OUR
DUBAI PLANT



Center of Excellence
Spread over a large area, JRD International’s RMD Board Plant 

at Dubai, is an ode to modern civil engineering and houses the 

latest technologies from Europe. With operations fast gaining 

global proportions, the RMD Board plant has become the central 

hub for our global ambition and expansion.

Our Dubai manufacturing facility with a capacity of 12,000MT / 

annum is poised to expand to about 64,000 MT / annum by 

2013. And this is only the first step towards our aspirations to 

have global capacity of about half a million tonnes per annum by 

2015.



OUR
PASSION



Research &Technology
We have put tremendous efforts in research, development and 

testing, using the most advanced engineering and scientific       

processes, in partnership with latest generation technology        

providers and our own in-house R&T infrastructure so that RMD 

Board lives up to the exacting standards and delivers on the 

promise of quality, functionality and all attributes of claim.

We at JRD International’s RMD Board Division have envisaged 

and forged partnerships with various technology providers and 

leading players in advanced materials globally to facilitate 

research, development and commercialization of the RMD Board 

project. 

With our Mind To Market philosophy, we’ve come out with a       

technologically challenging and innovative material solution 

(RMD Board) in such a way that any sector can use it.



OUR
ASSURANCE



Belief in Quality
The quintessence of quality is a belief...an idea...that what exists 

can be made better by human effort. 

That’s been our quest in whatever we do...trying to make things 

better by our efforts. Our Quality Management System is the 

guiding force that spells the use of technology to make the           

difference. Our assurance of quality in our line of products stems 

from the vigilance encouraged at every step of production, from 

procurement of materials - to technology - to the process and 

finally to the end product. 

That’s why every RMD Board comes with the hallmark of            

standards that are beyond reproach... and it reflects our               

corporate ideology: We Deliver Guaranteed Quality!



OUR
NETWORK



Global Connections
Envisaged to seamlessly fulfill demand and set up an                  

impeccable supply chain, our Reliable Networking Plan is        

expressly formulated to create, nurture and accomplish market 

requirements. Under the aegis of this plan, we’re in the process 

to set up a wide network of business associates with long-standing 

experience in providing international resources to actualize 

demand-supply economics.

Our Reliable Networking Plan is faultlessly being built on a 

system of arduous selection, irreproachable diligence and      

fulfillment of pre-requisites, so that end-users find easy access 

to all our products and services globally and truly Experience    

Innovation through our product range. 

Needless to say, we’ll leave no stone unturned to ensure RMD 

Board customers never have to settle for anything but the best.



OUR
HUMAN CAPITAL



Peopleconomix
People+Economics+Mix=Peopleconomix: Humanitarian well 

being. At JRD International’s RMD Board Division, we believe 

the biggest investment for any business is in its people and 

work force. 

We’ve created a word: PEOPLECONOMIX combining People, 

Economics and Mix to signify our philosophy of “People driving 

economics creating the right mix of humanitarian wellbeing 

and of corporate organic growth. It’s the single-most enduring 

view-point of our ideology that drives us to excellence.



OUR
COMMITMENT
To our customers, JRD International’s RMD Board Divison represents a promise. 
They know our brand stands for dependability, superior quality and customer        
services that delight them.

Customer-centricity as a philosophy is woven seamlessly into the fabric of our   
corporate culture. We want to exceed customer expectations, not just satisfy them.

We were quick to realize that in this era of emails, blogs, cell phones and internet; 
word travels faster than light. Harnessing every customer touchpoint to deliver the 
promised brand-equity of RMD Board forms the basis of our customer centric   
approach to business. 

After all...happy customers are good for business.





SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT



At JRD International’s RMD Board Division, even as we develop to market an                  
inventive, eco-friendly and engineered product fueled by the cause of global                    
environmental   concern, we’ve quickly adapted our own corporate ideology to adopt 
equilibrium of sustainability. 

With strategic tie-ups and European technologies, RMD Boards are manufactured 
under strictest quality controls to ensure minimum wastage, energy efficiency and 
recycling capabilities.

In our corporate charter we have consciously adopted enviro-economics that dictate 
our work ethics. By leveraging social, economical and ecological aspects of technology, 
our efforts are intended to reduce industry’s carbon footprint, increase optimization of 
energy and set a system of self-governance aimed at frugality in consumption.



OUR
DREAM WORLD



“Engineered by New IDEAS”
...and the Journey of a New era continues




